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van Dam’s ReveNews© # 178 December 2016

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

 Dear Collector friends,

 Our current Canadian Revenue Stamp 
Catalogue dated 2009 was produced at the end of 
2008 and is now 8 years old. Prices are out of date 
for many items. 

The 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue will 
be available later in 2017.  Announcements will be 
made on my website as well as via our electronic 
mailing list.

Last chance to report unlisted items. If you have 
any unlisted items please contact me NOW. 

OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED December 17 - 29. 

  Sign up to our electronic mailing list and get 
advance notice of availability of our new 2017 
revenue stamp catalogue. We publish frequent 
fully illustrated digital internet price lists as well 
as the very popular ReveNews.

You can subscribe/unsubscribe to our electronic 
mailing list directly on our website. Please remember 
to keep your email address current. 

www.canadarevenuestamps.com
Currently C$100 costs about US$80.  The exchange 

rate changes continually and is subject to change 
without notice. Please check with your bank or credit 
card company for latest exchange rate or call me and 
I can quote you my local bank's exchange rate.

Our INTERNET PRICELISTS are an excellent 
source for interesting documents, varieties, special 
offers and all kinds of other unusual material. 

When ordering by phone, please leave a detailed 
message. I usually respond within 48 hours unless I 
am out of town, in which case I will contact you upon 
my return. Office closed Saturday & Sunday.

Cdn$ and US$ exchange rate fluctuates a lot.
Currently Cdn$100 is approximately US$80.

 For the convenience of our US customers  Take 
20% discount if paying by US$ check, draft or 
cash. Exchange rate subject to change without notice.  
Prices shown are in Cdn $. It is easiest to pay by credit 
card, your card company will handle exchange rate. 
 All credit card transactions processed in Cdn$.

CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
  18388 items listed + growing

the #1 source for Canada revenues, Telephone & 
Telegraph Franks, Duck & Conservation stamps,
Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail stamps & covers.

Thank you for your interest

 Erling van Dam

UNLISTED CANADA RECEIPT STAMP ESSAYS.
2c Prince Albert 3 different extremely rare REVENUE STAMP ESSAYS in brown, green and orange. Very 
fresh on very thin india paper. I sold these same stamps a number of years ago and due to a recent purchase 
I am finally able to offer these very elusive items once again If they were postage stamps they would be 

worth a small fortune.  $3595   (±US$2875)

Saskatchewan 1907 1st issue SL2 - SL12, 10c - $20 mostly VF mint  never hinged condition. Many years 
ago the well known stamp dealer K. Bileski had the complete set in full sheets and when he broke them up, 
he kept the 5c sheet intact as it contains the stamp with the inverted centre. Consequently only the values 
shown are available in this exceptional mint NH condition. The condition of this set is absolutely spectacular, 
pristine condition. This is  a very scarce premium set with perforations all around. Only 9 sets can exist  

with perfs all around. The other 16 stamps in each sheet have one or more straight edges.
All are from position #14 in the sheet.  Spectacular set - $4000  (±US$3200)

NSC20 - 23a complete set of Handstamped Provisionals on 1955 Cape Breton Law stamps.
These are among the rarest of all Canadian revenue stamps.

 This is the complete set in VF*NH condition.
 100% guaranteed genuine - these were originally sold by me quite a few years ago.

The $3 light green overprint is the scarcest of them all.
Spectacular set - $1395  (±US$1116)

NBV1-8*NH - 1958 New Brunswick Vacation Pay complete 1c - $5.
A very rare complete set. Have seen 5 sets in 47 years. Very fresh F/VF*NH

from the Chesapeake collection - $395 (±US$316)
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Satisfaction Guaranteed or 

Money Refunded.
 Payment with order please, interest free 
payment terms may be arranged on large 

purchases.

Prices in Canadian $, unless noted otherwise.
MINIMUM ORDER - $25

Cdn $100 = approx. US$80
Rate subject to change without notice.

POSTAGE & PACKING
rates shown are for standard size items.

Larger & bulky items such as full sheets, panes, 
collections, etc. will be charged at cost.

Orders under $100 - to Canada add $2, 
to USA add $3, all other countries $5

 ORDERS $250 and up 
Registered Mail to Canada $12, Overseas - $25

Registered mail to USA is now called 
Expresspost - $25 to USA,

Expresspost Canada rate depends on location - 
$12 (regional) or $18 (national) 

   On orders over $500 
We pay shipping to North America,

we pay first $25 of overseas shipping cost 
Registered, Express, Priority & Fedex shipments 

are covered by our insurance policy.

Credit card transactions processed in Cdn $.
and converted by your card company to your 

currency. 

The 2009  Canadian revenue  
stamp catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam

in stock for immediate delivery
The definitive and only catalogue for

Canada & provinces Revenues,
Telephone & Telegraph franks,

Duck, hunting & Wildlife Conservation stamps. 
Spiral bound - 180 pages - 960 colour photos

 to anywhere in Canada incl GST ......Cdn $28.00
to USA ...............................................Cdn $31.95
Overseas ...........................................Cdn $42.00

prices include Air Mail shipping
+ applicable taxes in Canada.

Immediate Refund - for items sold out.
Refunds under $10 - will be made in mint  

Canadian postage stamps at face value,
Canadian Customers: add 5% GST 

Maritime & Ontario clients add 13% HST
Items purchased on payment plan are shipped 

once payment in full has been received.

SUBSCRIPTION  INFORMATION
FREE - ELECTRONIC SUBSCRIPTIONS

sign up on our website
you will have access to all our 

newsletters in full colour
as well as the #1 Canadian revenue stock.

1878 attractive $25 promissory note
Carlton Place with 2 x FB37 - 1c paying the rate. 

Beautiful sailing ship design in full sail partially hidden 
behind the revenues. Several available, you may not 

receive exact item shown $20  (±US$16) 

1878 Carlton Place attractive $50 promissory note. 
FB37 - 1c brown, FB39 - 2c oxidized orange pay the 
fee.  Beautiful sailing ship design in full sail partially 

hidden behind the revenue stamps. Several available. 
you may not receive exact item shown $20  (±US$16) 

1940 Quebec
Tobacco tax.

3c Unlisted PROOF
Only 1 sheet ever turned 

up - all were folded, 
as shown, in the gutter 

between the stamps. No 
stamps are known of this 
issue. Spectacular gutter 

block of 16 on card - $125  
(±US$100)

Newfoundland # 246 - 3c carmine of Royal family issue 
used as revenue stamp on front of 1940's St. Johns, 

Newfoundland Royal Bank of Canada cheque.- $10
similar, but with #246 on back - $6   (±US$5)

Newfoundland #245 - 2c green on 1930/1940's insurance 
receipt. I have several available, item you receive may not 

be exactly as shown - $20  (±US$16)

Newfoundland # 270 - 5c Cabot issue on reverse of 
1940's St Johns branch of Royal Bank of Canada. Several 
available,you may not get item shown - $15  (±US$12)

BCF5j*NH - 1993-94 "J" Junior stamp.VF/SUPERB
IMPERF GUTTER PAIR - $25  (±US$20)

BCF5i*NH - 1993-94 BC 
"J" Junior fishing stamp. 

Superb imperf pair
 $25  (±US$20)

BCF4j 1992-1993 BC Fishing Stamps
IMPERF GUTTER PAIRS complete.

Includes all 3 different stamps $3.21 Tidal Waters, "J" 
Junior stamp and $3 non-tidal waters. Rarely offered - 

VF/Superb *NH complete - $50  (±US$40)

BCF6j - 1994-95 BC $3.21 and "J" Junior stamps  
IMPERF GUTTER PAIRS complete set 

VF/Superb *NH - $45  (±US$36)

BCF6i - 1994-95 BC $3.21 and "J" Junior stamps  
IMPERF PAIRS complete set. VF/Superb*NH

$35  (±US$28)
as above, but IMPERF STRIPS OF 3 - $45 (±US$36)

NFR43* - $20 brown
1942 Caribou, perf. 12.

 VG/Fine unused, no gum
Cat. $175 

$55  (±US$44)
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Bank of Montreal - 1943 Domestic Travellers cheques - $10, $20 and $50.  Each 
with FX64 - 3c blue excise tax affixed to back of each, see inset. Beautifully 

engraved by Canadian Bank Note Co. Rarely offered as they were supposed to be 
destroyed once cashed. 3 different as shown - $80  (±US$64)

SL13 -17,18a, 19-20 Saskatchewan 1907 Second Printing complete set with rare "BROKEN 
BUCKLE" variety. It is very difficult to put together a complete set of this very popular variety. All 
are very fresh mostly well centered and the $3 is an interesting oversized stamp showing part of 

the next stamp on the left. Includes some scarcer punch cancels as well including 
"Y"orkton, Moose "J"aw, "P"rince Albert, "R"egina. 

It took the previous owner a lifetime of collecting to put this set together.-- $300   (±US$240)

FSC7 IMPERF PROOF on very 
thin india paper. Small closed 
tear at left centre. Faults are 

to be expected on india paper 
because it is so fragile & thin. 
spectacular $800 (±US$640)

QST1-8 - 1907 Quebec Stock Transfer PROOFS complete
2c - $30 on india on card. Superb mint. The $10 & $30 are 

extremely rare. Cat. value as normal stamps $2180. Buy the 
complete set of PROOFS for less than the price of just the 

$10 or $30 as normal stamp ---$750  (±US$600)

QL15 - 31 Quebec 1871 Law stamps complete
10c - $30. VF fresh used condition. All clean pen cancels. 

Exceptionally nice. Cat. $520+  --- $325  (±US$260)

1960 Fisherman issue - FU87-95s VF*NH complete 
SPECIMEN set 40c to $1.88 each overprinted with red 

"SPECIMEN" and small round punch. A lovely set with perfs all 
around. Cat. $394 only - $295  (±US$236)

Manitoba 1884
ML45* - 10c CF on LS

part o.g. very fresh ±VF for this
$40 (±US$32)

ML42, 4 - the very rare $1 with 
manuscript CF on LS, 3 lines 
through LS on piece. Feb 14, 
1881. Fortunately only 1 perf 

at the bottom is slightly blunted 
(high resolution scan available 

on request). A great rarity 
particularly on piece. 

Ex Pitblado $325  (±US$262)

FX25 - very scarce
blue 14 Cents on ¼ c

Cat. $55 only $37.50  (±US$30)

FX28 - very scarce
red 14 Cents on 9c

Cat. $22.50 only $16  (±US$13)

FX119 - very scarce
red 14 Cents on 70c

Cat. $20 only $15  (±US$12)

FX126 - scarce
red 14 Cents on $5

Cat. $45 only $25 (±US$20)

FX120 - very scarce
blue14 Cents on $2

Cat. $30 only $18  (±US$14.40)

FX125 - scarce 
red 14 Cents on $4

Cat. $25 only $15 (±US$12)

Rare genuinely used 14 Cents 
overprints on Excise Tax were 
used on cigarette tubes in the 
1940's. Used copies always 
have a light fold as the stamps 
were used to seal the packages. 
An exceptional offering of some 
of the more difficult values. 
These typically sell at or near full 
catalogue. Fine used or better.

ML50 - 1885 10c tall thin CF on 
LS. CF spaced close together. 
Minute closed tear left centre 

margin, still fresh and Fine 
used. Rare stamp. Ex Pitblado. 

Cat $375   $125  (±US$100)

ML50 - 1885 Rare 10c tall thin 
CF on LS. CF spaced close 
together. About VF used for 

this. Rare stamp. Ex Pitblado. 
$325  (±US$260)

Rare 1968 Fisherman issue Specimen set complete
FU106-114s VF*NH. This is the rarest of the Fisherman issues 

and is missing from most collections. Rarely in stock.
Cat. value $675 - $495  (±US$396)

FX139a* - RARE purple 8 on 
6c VERTICAL IMPERF PAIR
missing from most collections
SUPERB - no gum as issued
Cat $175 ..$105  (±US$84)

AL22a - RARE 75c blue colour ERROR - Superb used. This 
very rare stamp is usually misidentified. Stamp on right is  

genuine example in Superb used condition. A normal copy of 
AL22 on the left is included for comparision. Photo certificate 
of authenticity included with your purchase - $400  (±US$320)

AL22 AL22a
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FWM60-71  5c - $10 1930 King George V Weights & Measures complete set of plate number strips of 4. All stamps are mint never hinged. 
Only the upper selvedge lightly hinged.  Lovely fresh F/VF complete mint set. Very attractive $300  (±US$240)

FX46a, b*NH - 2c coil strip 
including rare PASTE-UP.
VF/SUPERB*NH for this

$125  (±US$100)

Rare BCL65 - $15 rose. 
VF*NH sheet # block of 
4. Only 200 sheets were 
printed March 1981. It is 

doubtful that many blocks 
were saved. Even singles 

of this stamp are Rare 
$495 (±US$396)

scarce BCL66 - $30 
turquoise. VF* sheet # 

block of 4. 3 stamps *NH. 
Only 200 sheets printed,  

$395  (±US316)

Very scarce BCL67 - $50 
orange, Davac gum. 

VF*NH sheet # block of 4. 
Only 200 sheets printed 

November 1981. It is 
doubtful that many imprint 
blocks were saved. Even 
singles of this stamp are 
Rare - $595 (±US$476)

FCF5a - $5 green on yellowish paper consular fee 
on full 1967 passport page. Tied with "Consulat, 
Marseille" cancel. Showpiece $150 (±US$120)

1903 Ontario Laws complete OL61-65 $4 - $50*NH.
Usual blue C on gum side. Very fresh, typical 

centering.  Cat $136..... $90  (±US$72)

BCL63*NH - $1 blue IMPERF PAIR with orange wavy 
line security imprint. Stamp on right received too much 

orange security underprint ink which has formed a 
light blob. Unusual unlisted variety. $250  (±US$200) 

QA12 - $2 QUEBEC 1876 
ASSURANCE. perf. 12.

Very rare without the usual 
folds & tears, just a short 
perf on left. Have only seen 
a few in 47 years. Missing 
from most collections. 

$595  (±uS$476)

BCL14 - 50c
MAJOR MISPERF Variety
F/VF used. very fresh

 $50   (±US$40)

FX21 - 25 overprints on 1915 War Tax.
3/16c to 14 Cents on 1/4c. Nice fresh mint and 

lightly hinged. Cat. $100.   $70  (±US$56)

FWM33* no value, 
mint original gum. hand 
stamped "cancelled" and 
likely a SPECIMEN. Very 

scarce & unusual with 
"cancelled"

$75  (±US$60)

FX95 - 97*NH 3 Leaf Excise Tax COILS complete 
2c - 6c *NH. Cat. $52.50  - $30  (±US$24)

FX46 - 48 2 Leaf Excise Tax COILS complete
VF used, rarely seen this nice $65  (±US$52)

FWS7-14 - complete set of 8 values as is found in 
FWS15. Lightly hinged, 3 are *NH. Cat. $130

$90  (±US$72)

FX31  - 3/4 Cent on 1c orange War Tax.
3 different panes of 100 stamps each.

Mint never hinged. Each with different plate number.
Plate #1, Plate #2 and Plate #3.

An amazing set of sheets.
Very fresh.. Cat$ 2400 + value of plates.

$750  (±US$600)
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PRIVATE TREATY OFFERINGS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE COLLECTION

1876 YOUNG QUEEN COMPLETE
FSC1-6 10c - $5 complete. Owner says all perf 12 x 11½. Very 
fresh nice appearance, but with some typical faults/folds due to 

large size. Cat $725+ ...... $295  (±US$236)

FCD1-9 complete used + FCD1-4, 6-9* mint.
Only used items are shown. The very Rare FCD5 "CUSTOMS 
DUTY" OVERPRINT is guaranteed genuine used copy with 
vertical fold/fault. Pretty well all known copies are faulty. Rare 
opportunity to acquire this rarity at a very reasonable price

$575  (±US$460)

1958 NOVA SCOTIA VACATION PAY
Complete set 01c - $5. $1 is used. Rest are F/VF mint lightly 
hinged.Very rare undervalued set going up in 2017 revenue 

catalogue. missing from pretty well every collection
$500  (±US$400)

ONTARIO LUXURY TAX - Overprinted "GASOLINE TAX" + new value.
OGT11-16, 18. Mint never hinged. Guaranteed 100% genuine. Cat $2600 Rarely offered - 

$1600  (±US$1280)

QR30 - 37*NH complete 10c - $5 + stamp without value.
Cat. $2341. Rarely offered complete. Only a partial sheet 
containing 20 copies of QR37 was located making this one of the 
rarest Canadian revenue stamps. Cat. $2341    $1500  (±US$1200)

1870 ONTARIO
OL48a - 20c vertical pair 

IMPERF BETWEEN. Beautiful 
looking pair of this rarest of the 
imperf between pairs. Closed 

tear from above left "20" to 
below "20" on right does not 

really affect appearance. Pairs 
are typically faulty as they were 

roughly separated
Fresh $400  (±US$320)

QUEBEC COAT OF ARMS red overprints complete.
QL117-120 VF*NH  $1 o/p Honoraires-Fees and 50c, $1, $5 o/p 

Bankruptcy Act-Loi de Faillite". Cat. $335
$245  (±US$196)

Quebec Laws QL109 - 116 complete. $1 used, rest F/VF*NH.
Nice fresh set. The $1 is virtually impossible to find in mint condition. Cat. $276.25

$175  (±US$140)

1890's HAMILTON
SAVINGS BANK

OHB1, 3, 4 x 2 distinct 
shades.

Rarely offered. 
Nice condition.

Cat. $205  only $140  
(±US$112)
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Private Treaty offers from the Chesapeake collection.

2c EXCISE TAX ESSAY.
Phototographic Essay on card.

Very Rare - Superb
$800  (±US$640)

FX51 - 5 on 2c.
This is the great rarity missing 
from virtually every collection. 
Just a trace of a horizontal bend 
in bottom white margin outside of 
stamp design. This is probably 
the nicest copy in existence. 
About 6 known.  Cat $5500 

$3500  (±US$2800)

ca. 1864 SUPREME COURT ESSAYS Imperf on india.
4 different colours. Rarely offered. EX: W.C. Rocket collection -  $750  (±US$600)

OLT1 - OLT6 ONTARIO 1925 LUXURY TAX stamps complete.
A very fine and fresh set.. Cat $76 only $55  (±US$44)

OL10b* - 90c unused, no gum.
Rouletted horizontally x perf.
Very scarce $150  (±US$120)

OL20a - 40c
DOUBLED `"F.F."

Very Fresh & very RARE
$400  (±US$320)

OL35a* - 40c L.S.
ROULETTED. Mint original gum, 
lightly hinged. Very light natural 
gum wrinkles do not detract. 
Rare stamp $300  (±US$240)

BCF1c - 1989-90 British Columbia Fishing set of 3 complete.
BCF1, 1a, 1b. Each with sheet number imprint. VF*NH

$25  (±US$20)

BCF2c - 1990-91 British Columbia Fishing set of 3 complete.
BCF2, 2a, 2b. Each with sheet number imprint. VF*NH

$25  (±US$20)

Cape Breton Provisionals
NSC4 - 25c "LAW STAMP".

Small piece missing at top. 
Document crease. Cat $1500

Rare - $200  (±US$160)

NSC6 - 25c "LAW LIBRARY"
border at left just trivially shaved

Cat. $2500
 Rare - $1500   (±US$1200)

NSC7 - 50c "LAW STAMP"
3 light horizontal document 
bends. VF otherwise. Cat $2500

Rare - $1250  (±US$1000)

NSC8 - 50c "LAW LIBRARY"
small closed tear upper right.

light diagonal fold bottom right. 
VF appearance. Cat $2000.

Rare - $500  (±US$400)

ca. 1864 SUPREME COURT ESSAYS Imperf on india.
5c, 20c, 80c, $4 and $5 with red "S" on basic 1864 Ontario design. Tiny bit of toning and 

shallow thin on 20c. EX: W.C. Rocket collection - Rarely seen - $850  (±US$680)

FWT4-6 - 5c - 50c cpl. set.
4 line overprint "INLAND 

REVENUE WAR TAX"
FWT4 minute closed perf tear at 
top appears VF, FWT6 tiny perf 
bend. Cat $300   $60  (±US$48)

Very RARE ML37 - 20c with L.S. stroked out and with 2 
diagonal C F overprints along with ML8, ML11 x2. Ex Pitblado.

A spectacular rarity on piece and possibly unique thus
Cat $879. SPECTACULAR - $675  (±US$540)

ML54 - 1885 MANITOBA LAW
50c overprinted black CF.

VF unused, no gum. very slightly 
trimmed at right. Cat. $350
RARE. $200  (±US$160)

1884 Manitoba Law
ML44b - $2 red "L S", CF stroked out 
+ 4 x ML9 on piece. ML44b is a great 
rarity particularly on piece.

 Ex: Pitblado collection. Cat $605
Fabulous - $485  (±US$388)


